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Report by Nikolai Ryzhkov,
Chairman of the Council
of Ministers of the USSR,
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March 3, 1986

Comrade Delegates,
Esteemed Guests,

For almost seven decades the Communist Party of the
Soviet Union has been confidently leading the country along
!h-e load mapped out by the great Lenin. The 27th Congresi
of the CPSU will hold a special place in the heroic hiitory
of the Party and the people. Its task is to define the
strategy of our Motherland's progress for an extremely im-

portant stage of communist construction and initiate a
fundamental restructuring of all aspects of the life of Soviet
society.

A detailed picture of the Party's and people's creative
work has been given in the Political Report of the CPSU
Central Committee to the 27th Congress by the General
Secretary of the CPSU Central Committee Mikhail
Gorbachev. Constructively, from the positions of the firm
principles of Marxism-Leninism, it has profoundly substantiated the concept of accelerated socio-economiC development, re-examined the entire range of problems related to the
lit'e of the Party, the state, and society. The Report has
innovatively defined the strategy and tactics for the com-

prehensive perfection of socialism, ?nd the domestic a1d,
i-oreisn ooli6ies of the CPSU and the Soviet Government- On
a."p Liuis analysis it shows the correlation of
irr.-t?rii
the mo<iern world and the main trends and conforces in "iu
tradictions of its development and demonstrates the- growing
potential of the world socialist system. It has forcefully
enunciated our stand on a question that worries humanitythe question of war and peace, of averting the nuclear threiit.
The depth of the ideological content, creative thinking.
and uncompromising attitude in assessing the causes of the
shortcomings. and difficulties that have piled up, and the
realism and courage in formulating new tasks are grounds for
regarding the Political Report of the CPSU Central
Commitfee as a document of immense historic signi
ficance.

The moral and political climate that has taken shape
under the impact of the CPSU Central Committee Plenary
Meeting of April 1985, and the unwavering belief in the
correctness of the course steered by the Party which permeates the Political Report have determined the whole atmosphere of the work'of this Congress. It is proceeding in a
businesslike mannero constructively, in an exacting
spirit, and with a sense of the Party's high responsibility to the
Soviet people. The discussion of the Political Report of the
CPSU Central Committee and the new edition of the Party
Programme convincingly demonstrates the monolithic unity
of the Party ranks, the unity of thought, and the unity of
action of the Soviet Communists, in fact of all the Soviet
people.

The draft Guidelines for the Economic and Social
Development of the USSR for 1986-1990 and for the Period
Ending in 2000 is an important political and economic docurnent i.rbmitted by the Party Central Committee for consider'
Its pivot is the concept of acceleration
ation by the Congress.
-April Plenary Meeting of the CPSU Central
advanc6d by the
Committee. The draft specifies the programme tasks and aims
that will have to be attained before the end of the present
century, and defines the principal,directions for a.qualitative
transformation of the productive forces and of society's social
development.
The draft Guidelines are entirely consonant with the vital
6

interests of Soviet people, with their hopes for the future. This
was shown with the utmost clarity by the truly countrywide
discussion of the draft in which approximately 110 million
citizens took part.
The entire discussion has further demonstrated the heightened political maturity of the working people, and the deep
commitment of all strata of our society to reinforcing the
might of the socialist Motherland.
' The draft Guidelines have aroused considerable interest
abroad. There are, of course, dissimilarities in the attitude to
it; Our class adversaries and foes are endeavouring to misrepresent the significance and aims of the outlined plans. But
of course they cannot but acknowledge their scale and
boldness. Our 'tiiends, in the fraternal socialist countries

above all, see this document as graphic proof of the new
social system's advantages, of its ability to solve the basic
socio-economic problems of the day. With this they link the
strengthening of our community and the consolidation of the
positions of socialism, of all the progressive forces, and of the
cause of peace in the world.

I. ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL

DEVELOPMENT OF THE USSR
DURING THE llTH FIVE.YEAR
PLAN PERIOD: RESULTS AND
CONCLUSIONS

Comrades,

The Cornmunist Party, which is steadfastly abiding 9y tne
Leninist traditions, com6ines, as it has always done, a broad
view of the perspective with a realistic assessment of the state
of the ."orro*y-urrd potentialities for its further growth, with
an objective arialysis-of the progress that has been made'
the advances that have been
The draft Guidetrines sum up
-These
for
give full
made in the past five years.
-grounds
drawing the conclusion that by their work the Soviet. people
have riade a considerable contribution to advancing theCourtry'r econornic rnight.'This was the basis for the rise of
it u pil,pt.'s welfare aid for th-e keeping of our country's
defence capability at the proper level.
Howevbr, as you all linow, work on the tasks charted by
the 26th Congress proceeded in a situation that was not
.impl., while it the Larly stage, it may be said, the situation
was- extremely complex. ffre unfavourable tendencies that
had appeared-in the economic development in the 1970s. grew
had
;d.p;f i, the early 1980s rather than-slackened. And thisplan'
un uir.tr. effect 5n the fulfilment of the llth five-year
the slowdown of the growth rates continued during the first
two years. The qualitative indicators of economic management
lowered.
l'5 times
i" 1982 the growth of industrial output rYa.s mounting
plan'
This
five-year
10th
below the averag! of the
of difficulties could not but influence the solutton ot lmporturipioUt.-s in the social sphere as well. For instance, in the
8

second year of that five-year period the rise of the
population's real incomes came virtually to a halt.
This was due to a number of factors. As for the fundamental causes of the shortcomings, they consist in the following: in practical work timely account-was not taken of the
changed economic situation mainly due to the exhaustion
of the potentialities for extensive growth, and no proper
perseverance was displayed in using the actrievements of
scientific and technological progress-, and in restructuring
the economy and its managemen[ system in accordance wit[
the imperatives of the day. Besides, both in the centre and in
the localities many leaders continued to apply outdated methods and proved unprepared for work in thb irew conditions.
Discipline and order deteriorated impermissibly. There was a
Iowering_ of exactingness and responslbility. Thb vicious practice of the downward revision of plans became widespread.
During these years there was a departure from ttre imnlutable
principle of the socialist economy, for which the fuifilrrent of
the plan is the law and norm of economic life. These phenomena. were not given a principled political assessment and no
practical conclusions were drawn.After critically analysing the situation, the party took
steps to reinforce the management of econornic development, chiefly in improving organisation and labour discipline.
These steps were supported by the whole people and g"ave a
cert3in impulse to our progiess. As a iesuit, from"l9g3,
positive changes were nbticeable, and this somewhat improved the situation with the fulfilment of the I lth five-year
plan.
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Durine the five-year plan period the national income rose

17 D;; dnr ard induitrial output 20 pet cent' The g-as
indristrv srew rapidly. In the volume of gas output the
countrv n-ow holds fiist place in the world. The output ot
stations more than
;6iiid energy from nuclear powerproducts
of the_engineering
individuai
of
doubled. The-output
also
i"-d";itct;; ai iriority rates' Soire changes tookto place
out
carry
we-re-taken
steps
in tt" 6ulairg industry. Major
agrtof
the
volume.
increased
this
and
Prolramme
Food
the
Jifu"rut outprir In the latter half of the five-yearperiod there
were signs that the efficiency indicators of social productton
were
- improving.

that despite aU the difficulties, the
Party made the maximum effort to qchigve the plan-targets
b-v- the 26th
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There was an improvement in pension schemes, in the
lystem of health care, and a marked growth of state aid to
families with children. considerable fu-nds were allocatia roi
education and a school reform. As in previous five-vear
periods_ horr_sing construction proceeded on a Iarge scale. Ovei
l0 million flats were turned over for tenancv. I-n conformitv
with directives from the Party, the proceis of the socidl
restructuring of the countrysidb and the levelling up of the
living standards of rural and urban dwellers contj-nuid.
Quite a lot was thus done durins the five-vear oeriod. But
we must give an objective assessmdnt of its i.esul'ts and in a
committed, Party spirit bring to light serious shortcominss
that slow down our progress in orcler to draw the necessaly
conclusions for the future.
It must be stated frankty that the assignments of the fiveyear plan were not fully fulfilled. Many industries were unable
to reach-the planned targets. As a whole, during the five-year
period there _was qn .oglput shortfall of 35 niillion toni of
tinished rolled stock, 145 million tons, of ooal, over 50 million
tons of oil, and consumer goods worth l6 billion roubles. The

tt

design, technical level, and quality of machine! ?nd eguip;
did not in all cases meet the requirements of the national
economy. There was a systematic lag in the chemical and in
the timber and woodworking industries. The principal general

,r"ri

construction ministries failed to cope with their plans year
after year. We did not receive the expected returns from the
large resources invested in agriculture.-T!r9 assign-ments for
raiiing efficiency were regularly underfulfilled and scientific
and technological progress was retarded.
All this aifected thi end results and proportions of ecory
omic development and incurred the loss of billions of roubles
in the national income. One result of this was the nonfulfilment of a number of assignments for promoting the standard
of living, including real incomes and the retail trade turnover'
Compliiations ar6se in the state of finanoes and of money
circulation.
The burden of the shortcomings that had been piling up
over a long period was so great that it proved impossible to
eliminate it ivittrin a short span of time. The individual. steps
that were taken could not halt the negative tendencies in the
direct the economy onto the path of stable and
"Cono-y,
dvnamii srowth. This called for radical changes, a profound
restructur'ing, and the Party was looking.pers-everingly fgr
cardinal soliiions of the problems confronting the country' It
was precisely on this resfructurin g -that- the Communists and
the Soviet people were orientated by the April.1985 Plenary
Meeting of ttr6 CPSU Central Committee, which marked a
turningipoint in the life of our society. It is this restructuring
that rieets pressing requirements and the Party's line for
accelerating socio-economic development.
Our naiional economy has all the prerequisites. for-this: a
oowerful production, scientific, technological, and intellectual
totential.'skilled personnel, and natural resources. The main
ihfi;;&-it io-"-t. ihe advantages and growing possibilities
of tf. planned socialist system and steadfastly implement the
CPSU's economic strategY.

II. ACCELERATION OF THE
COUNTRY'S SOCIAL AND

ECON OMIC DEVELOPMENT_A

STRATEGIC TASK FOR THE
PERIOD ENDING IN 2OOO

Comrades,

In the draft

Guidelines the party's course towards

ac_

celerating
country's socio-economic developmenif;; th.
-the
perio_d ending in 2000, taking Soviet society to i qualitativelv
new level, profoundly tran-sforming its productive'foices, an&
improving the relations of product-ion is materialised rr'"o"crete assignments and figures.
The choice of a lS-year period was made, in the first olace.
on account of the increased magnitude and complexity br tte
tasks confro:rting the country, iasks that requiie ;;i. ih;;
glg or two five-year_periods tb be carried out. Moreover, this
rs the optimal period in whic-h the major breakthroughs
of the
present stage_ of- the scientific and t-echnological r&olution,
considering the forecasts for its development-, can be used to

their full extent.
. Underlying the draft Guidelines is a scientific analysis of
the ways and means of resolving major problems and cJrryirrg
out comprehensive special-purpose-programmes that witi, ii
the main, embrace tlie peri-od up to^the"year 2000: the Food
and Energy. programmes_, the promotiori of the engine"rln!
mdustry and the chemicalisation of the national econ-omy, thE
development of the. production of consumer goods u"d;i ai;;
servrc€s rndustry. A l5-year period is thus iealistically foreseeable and rests on a carefully tested foundation.
The economic targets that must be attained by the close of
the twentieth-century-are oiiinea enli..iv in t..6irn-*itt
provrsrons of'the new edition of the CPSU prolrairme. It is

it"

olanned to double the national incorne and industrial output.

transformtt ".. *itt Ue a substantial increase and radical
As a result, the

uiio, oi the country's production apparatus'
economic'potentiaith;t will be created in the course of 15
equal that what has been built
;;;; *ill'uppto*imately
precedinE
years of Soviet power, and. a
irri"r*t o"t iti tt
"
in furthering the matertal
taken
be
forward-will
lons itride

arrdte"hri"al basis of communism.
Under socialism the principal purpose of social -prg.dyc'
tion-is-to maintain a continuous iise in the people's living
stage tbP
rtu"a-a *O cultural level. At the present
wellpeople's
placing
the
task
of
the
sets
Party
Communist

being on a highei, qualitatively new level'
*iority significance is attached to the solution of social
orobG*t in tfr'e sphere of labour, which is the main sphere of
activity. A prime task here is to reduce arduous and

[il*

work. The share of manual work w-ill full.by
over 20 million
meanlnglabour
their
make
and
work
people from unskilled
ful and satisfying.
Provision is being made for radically resolving within the
next 15 years pressiig problems of material well-being. qnd
ioiiit*t,iui Aivilopmint, which are of -partic_ularly. vital impoiiu""" to all strita of society. F t\. first place, this means
'*".ii"g in full the growing effective d-emand for high-quality
u"a Oi"u"tt. goods-and sErvices, and reaching the rational
fdd intake recommended by science' A task of
""i*i;i
that of providing practically ev.ery
great social signiflrcance,
-*ith t.putute
housing-flats or cottages-has
$orirt family
will -require
6 b; iarriid out 6y the year 2000. Thisand contifunds,
and
sfrength
of
mobilisati6n
it. "t*oti
f"t'this vital issrle both at the centre and
;;;-;;;".tn

m

"oio"o"s
tt u" a half. This will allow releasing
,,oii

locally.
The system of education, personnel tra-ining, and p.e{ic{
services are to be improved fadically, and the material facititlJJ itt .uti"re,- recieation, and spbrt, for the entire social
sphere, are to be expanded considerably.
Of course, these targets of social production. and. the
standard of living can be attained within the set time-llmlts
ilti,-til"rgtr a iritiUte enhancement of the effrciency and
speed
14

ofour

advance.

Growth rates have always been and remain a central
question in the
in the light oi
lrTty'q economic policy. Today,
-jocio-ecoiomic

the concept

of

dccelerating the country's

development this acquires a fundamentai significance and a
new content.
Fir-st, provision is made for giving the national income a
more dynamic character. Its incrimerit rate is to rise from an
annual average of3.l per cent in the past five-year period to 5

per cent in the l4th five-year perioci. The neiativb tendencv
towards a slowdown of growfu rates durinithe past threi:
five-year periods will thereby be halted. The incrim'e;t-o?ih;
national income in absoluts terms is to be even larger.-AS a
result the national income to be produced in that pJrioo wiii
lotal roughly 12 trillion roubles, wtrictr is more tfrui, tt e totii
for all the preceding years of Soviet power. ftis rise oi1-he
growth rates of the national income dnd of its increments in
absolute terms is vital in order to carrv out larei-scale
-Mo.eoverl
economic and social tasks simultaneously.
this ii
necessary for keeping the country's defence capability
iti
proper level.
"i
Second, in the process of acceleration a more balanced
structure of production is to be formed that will meet more
comprehensively the growing and changing social requirements. This means that every percentage poiit of growtli and
every roublq nult signify qualitatively new an? effective
products with high consurirer properties, products needed bv
the national economy and tlie p-opulaiion. In this ties ttri,
immutable imperative of the'present economic t;*th
strategy.

Third and, I would 91y, i! is mo_sr important that higher
growth-rates must be achieved
on a fundamentally
".*birir,
9n the basis of comprehensive and consistent intensincation.
Setting this task, the Party indicates the principal means for

car-rying it out-a oardiiral acceleratiori of ^scientinc -anO
technological progress and the attainment of the high;st le;;l;
by science and technology. This is the catalyst ofour Dros_
rcss, the. operation
grys^-yeir
-of which will mount from one
plan pcriod to another.
The.Party a_p-proaches the intensification question com.
prehensively and broadly. Our economy has reached a level at,
which it can develop rapiaty not through a steady gro*tn of
l5

resources, as was formerly the case, but through.comprehens-

ive intensification of production, through intensftcatron ln all
;;i;;;l Ii is planned not onlv'to boost labour productivity
unit of production
[il-;i; io i.hu.. the material input per not
only.tndtvtdual
totransfer
and the output-to-asset ratio,
the -lmes. oI
onto
economy
national
whole
the
but
industries
intensification. This is the only sure way ot acceleratmg
and social develoPment'
economic
---R;i;i;;-iie
labour is, in the long
-tfr.-i?"il proauctivit! ofsolving
-social
socialism's basic prob&irection f6r
r"",
task
i;;;. Th. decisive step in carrying-out the programme
hlgqqst
the
reach
to
namely,
Lenin,
us
by
to
bequeathed
*iti b.'taken within ihe next f 5 .vqars, Tle
C"ia.fi".t provide for increqsilg- la-bgur productivity '1th9
entire national economy 2.3-2.5-fold by the yea-r 2000- As a
;.."1i, ihe Soviet economy will enter-upon.a qualitatively n:w
io"a bf a.relopment: the growth.of production will for the
reduction of the need
iiJti-" te ensured in p#attel with i possibilities
than ever
greater
a.nd
resourcei,
for manpower
solution-of many.social
t.f"i. *ifi b. op.rr.d thereby f6r thepattern
for distributing
Air-'irri. will allow tle
;;;tt;il:to suit the
rationally
mbre
formed
to
be
resources
man,ower
economy and, at the
national
the
of
character
dyra*ic
-or. tiir.tt, will ensure full and effective employment' All that
rrt".
stems from the character and essence ot'the soclallst soclal

;;i.i-i;;J,

system.

"

The document we are considering contains a fundament,ily;;;;;p-;;;ch to meeting the ecoiomy's need for 1aj91ta,l
resorrr"es.'frhereas in preceding years this need was covered
;;t,rty t, inciiaii"g pioductioi, now the long. term tStT i! 1P
obtairi Z5-AO per cent of the growth rate of the needed tuel,
by econ;;tgy, iaw riraterials, metal, and other materials
gives
an idea
example
iollowing
The
omis'iiri these materiafs.
lt the
economy.
national
the
for
is
line
this
of holieffective
ihaiicter of economic growth were to remain unchanged, by
the end of the century ie would need roughly 50 million !o*s
Realisation ol the
stock than is currently planned.
more rolled
-will allow
-iowards
for a marked
saving resourcei
per unit of
input
"o"rr.
O""i.ur"-of power-intEnsity and material
production
'--th. intensive growth and technical improvement of the
production apparitus make particularly high demands ot the
16

output-to-asset ratio. Regrettably, the negative trend towards
the decrease of this ratio has still not been overcome. In the
coming 15 years it is planned to secure a breakthrough in the
dynamics of this indicator as well: at the first stagr-in the
first half of the 1990s-to stabilise the output-to-asset ratio,
and then ensure its growth.
New retooling of the national economy on the basis of the
achievements of the scientific and technological revolution is
a task of truly historic significance. Only in this case will
comprehensive intensification rest on a solid foundation.
This means rapid renewal and a qualitative improvement of
the country's material and technical basis. It is very important
that its high level is steadfastly maintained and that it
conforms to world achievernents. This process must embrace
all industries. Every ministry and every industrial facility must
have a concrete programme ensuring the steady renewal of
productive assets and must carry it out perseveringly. This is
vital for the solution not only of economic but also important
social problems.
Such are the aims and main tasks for the development of
the economy and the promotion of the people's living standard that the Party is setting for the long term. They are
indeed impressive. Their fulfilment will significantly move the
country along the road of social progress and considerably
reinforce its economic positions in the world, enhancing the
appeal of socialism. To carry out what has been planned will
mean mobilising all our efforts and potentialities, bringing
into operation the factors assisting the growth of socialist
production, and promoting its efficiency.
And the main thing here is to secure the all-out vitalisation of the human factor, It is only by working and working
effectively that we can carry out our plans and make them
accomplished deeds. That is why the crucial political task is
for every working person to take the programme objectives of
the Party close to heart, to see them as his vital cause working
in his interests and those of all society. That is the dependable
earnest of our country's prosperity and of new successes in
building communism.
The depth and dimension of the charted readjustments
will necessitate raising the management of the- national
economy to a new, higher level. All industries and republics-

must have clear-cut drientations for the next 15 years. It is
only in this way that we can clearly plan out the phases of our
growth and ensure the continuity of aims and tactics
of economic manag€ment in the period up to the close
of the present century, and define the place and role of
every five-year plan in implementing the Party's @onomic
strategy.

III.

l2TH FIVE.YEAR
PLAN PERIOD-A CRUCIAL
STAGE IN THE REALISATION
OF THE PARTY'S
ECONOMIC STRATEGY

The 12th five-year plan is a primary and extremely important stage in the practical implementation of the Party's
long-term economic strategy. During these years there must
be a marked growth of our economy and it must be taken to a
higher trajectory of development, the trajectory of
acceleration.

The main task of the fiveyear plan has been defined from
It consists in enhancing the growth rates and

these positions.

efficiency of economic development through accelerated
scientific and technological progress, the retooling and technical reconstruction of industry, the intensive utilisation of
the existing production potential,
-an improvement of the
economic management system, of the economic mechanism,
and the attainment, on this basis, of a further rise in the
Soviet people's living standard.
Permit me to report to you, comrade delegates, that the
indicators for the growth and efficiency of social production
envisaged in the draft Guidelines fully ensure the attainment
of the main aim of the 12th five-year plan.
The dynamic character of the national economy is strikingly and convincingly reflected in the growing absolute
incrcments of key economic indicators. The incrernent in the
national income will increase 60 per cent in 1986-1990. It
must be noted that there was a fall in this indicator during the
past five years.

Increment in absolute
terms, billion roubles
1985

against
I 980

Average annual growth
rate, per cent

1990 against llth five- 12th five-year
1985 envi- year plan plan envi
saged in
saged in

the draft
Guidelines

the draft
Guidelines

National income used for
consumption and accumulation

7l

96-l I I

3.1

3.5-4.0

135

t69-194

3.7

3.9-4.4

(group A)

99

123-142

3.6

3.7-4.2

consumer goods
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36

46-52

3.9

4.1-4.6

ll

28-32

t.l

2.7-3.0

46

59-73

3.1

3.4-4.0

13.7-18.2

5.0

5.4-7.0

Industrial output

of which

means of production

Agricultural output (average annual output growth
against the preceding five-

year plan,

in

prices for

le83)
Retail trade turnover
Volume of paid services to
the population

9.8

As a result, in 1990 the national income will reach 614
billion roubles and the volume of industrial output will rise to
one trillion roubles. These are the rates and dimensions that
will characterise our economy by the beginning of the last
decade of the twentieth century.
The l2th five-year plan will have yet another hallmark. Its
purpose is to lay the foundation for the rise in the growth rate
of the country's socio-economic development in the subsequent ten years. When determining economic proportions it
was mandatory to pay special attention to investment policy.
During the preceding three five-year plan periods there was a
steady and substantial fall in the growth rates of capital
investments, and which could not but retard the renewal of
fixed assets, the expansion of capacities and, in the final
count, the economic development as a whole.
Proceeding frorn the course for acceleration, the CPSU
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Central Committee saw the expediency of increasing the
growth rate of investments in production under the 12th fiveyear plan up to 25 per cent as against 16 per cent in the past
Itve years. Naturally, this means certain changes in the
pattern of the distribution of the national income such as
increasing the share of the accumulation fund. This manoeuvre is necessary in order to attain both current and longterm aims. The share of accumulation will subsequently be
stabilised and even somewhat reduced.
This manoeuvre, it must be emphasised, will be carried
out under conditions of enhanced efficiency of social production, which will allow a significant increase in the absolute
size of the consumption fund determining the Soviet people's
standard of living. I will give you some statistics. The increment in the consumption fund during the l2th five-year plan

period will amount to 74 billion roubles compared with 55
billion roubles during the past five years. The real incomes of
the population will grow faster. This character of development is entirely in keeping with the Party's long-term course
for the intensification of the social orientation of our plans.
During the l2th five-year plan period a decisive step is to
be made in carrying out an urgent economic and political
task, that of the national economy's transition to intensive
development. The growth of end results will take'$ace in
conditions of substantial reductions in the increments of basic
resources and simultaneous improvements in the qualitative
indicators of work.
Increment for five years
(per cent)

1986-1990
as envisaged

in draft
Guidelines

l.

Rcsults of Production

Nltional income share used for
consumption and accumulation
lndustriul output

Agricultural output
annual)

t7

t9-22

20

2t-24

+2to5
+l to4

6

t4-t6

+8 to l0

(average

2l

Increment for five years
(per cent)

h

(+),

l98l-t985

II.

Basic Resoruces

of people employed in
material production
Fixed production assets
Number

hoduction

Iabour

of

37

0.5
30

- r.8
-7

17

t5

-2

2.3

instruments of

The Guidelines envisage increasing the productivity of
social labour 20-23 per c€nt as against 16.5 per cent in the
past five-year plan period. For the first time ?ver it is planned
to obtain practically the entire increment in the national
income and in the output of industry and other branches of
material productioo through higher labour productivity. This
is one of the f,undamental features of the new five-year plan,
The grsnth rate of manpower resources during these years
will fall and amount to only 3,200,000 persons. Without the
planned growth of labour productivity the national economy

would require an additional workforce of more than
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million. We simply do not have such manpower resources. Itr
the l2th five-year plan period it seems possible not only to get
by with the existing increment but direct almost all of it into
gducation, health care, and other social and cultural spheres,
whereas in the past five-year period the incrernent in manpower resources was distributed about equally between production and non-production spheres.
In conformity with the course worked out by the Party.it
is planned to substantially accelerate the fulfilment of an
important task such as making the economy the main sourc€
for satisfying the additional requiretnents in fuel and in raur
and other materials, It is planned that this source will in the
Bext five years cover 60-65 per cent of the growth of the
demand for basic resources. As a result, in 1990 the saving of
material resources will double in the national economy as a

n

whole. Resource-saving on this scale is unprrcedented in our
country. It reflects the objective needs ofthe present stage of
our development.
The ways of resolving the resource-saving problern are
diverse. First of all, this means broad uso of the latest
equipment and technology, of up-to-date forms of organisation, and an effective economic mechanism. And, certainly,
such material conditions and such a moral and ethical climate
in every work collective in which all working people, all
Soviet people, will become the motivated and active participants in this major undertaking.
Another important direction is the maximum utilisation of
recycled resources. Their share in industrial consumption is
still not large enough, although a great deal of positive
experience has been accumulated in some republics. In this
the Ukrainian SSR is a good example. There are tangible
achievements in this sphere also in fraternal socialist countries. In the future it is planned to substantially increase the
share of recycled raw materials to an average of at least 10-12
per cent. The heads of ministries and leaders of Union
republics must fundamentally change their attitude to this
matter. Often, speaking figuratively, they sit on huge wealth
and, at the same time, complain of having a shortage of raw
materials. Moreover, one should also be mindful of the huge
damage that is being done to the environment. The utilisation
of recycled resources must be approached by the State
Planning Committee of the USSR and the State Supplies
Committee of the USSR from principled, state positions.
Among the major tasks involved in raising efficiency, that
of the quality of output and of work is the most .lcute and
urgent. This is not only an @onomic but also a political
problem. Within a short span of time we have advanced to the
front-rank positions in the world in the output of many
products. We now can and are obliged to resolve the problem
of quality with undiminished perseverance. The national
economy has reached a point where not a single important
production or social problem can be solved without a radical
improvement of the state of affairs as regards output quality'
The improvernent of the quality of output is, in the final
analysis, also a question of its quantity, of saving resources,
and of more fully satisfying society"s noeds. I'll give just one
example. It is well known how acute the question oftyros-is in

the country. This is known also by the Ministry of the
Petrochemical Industry. The most rational way of resolving
this problem is to increase the life-span of tyres. To raise this
indicator by 10 per cent would be tantamount to producing
six million tyres annually. This is practically the amount we

need today to meet the demands of the national ecouomy and
of the population. Many such examples can be given.
The draft Guidelines envisage an approximate doublingof
the proportion of top-quality industrial products in the nbftt
five years. At the same time, it is necessary to substantially
enhance the role and objectivity of certification. A pressing
issue of today is the effective utilisation of the eConomic

mechanism that imposes material and moral penalties on
enterprises which manufacture low-quality products.
Conversely, work collectives that produce up-to-date highquality products, and we have quite a few of such collectives,
should be encouraged, and the encouragement should be
generous. Important decisions have now been adopted: substantial pay hikes and rigid sanctions have been introduced.
Enterprises and associations should rapidly restructure their
work so that the new demands on quality do not catch
anybody unawares.
The improvement of quality is a nation-wide task and it
can only be carried out by the combined efforts of managerial
bodies at all levels, all enterprises, and all working people,
relying on the achievements of modern science and technology and on the initiative and creativity of the masses.
Every factor niust be brought into play: economic, administrative, and educational. Nor can half-measures be tolerated
in this matter. What is needed is the utmost mobilisation of
forces, perseverance, and consistency in fulfilling the adopted
decisions. This is how the question of quality is put in the
letter of the CPSU Central Committee to all the working
people. And this is the way it must be resolved.
Comrades, the draft Guidelines have set highly important
and high pressure assignments for the growth of output and
for the improvement of the people's well-being. During these
years it is envisaged to provide the Soviet Armed Forces with
everything they need to defend our Motherland. The 12th
five-year plan, which gives the start to the Party's long-term
strategy, must become a turning point for our economy in all
respects-from the point of view of growth rates and that of
24

It rnust become a turning point, too, in the way of
onganising the fulfiXrnent of the fivJ-fear plan..
Conclusions firust be drawn from ttrelessons of the past,

efficiency.

when the focus in the futrlilment of five-year plans was shjfted
to the cnosing years of the five-year peri,od. A directive of the

Central Cornmittee of the CPSU envisages, already in 1986,
the first year of the current five-year plan, such raies for the
dgvglopment of the national ecbnoniy that would allow a
rndre even distribution of the assignments of the five-year
plan, thereby providing real conditi-ons for its fulfilment. All
this requires.high pressure work from the very start of the
five-year period and sefs the necessary rhythni for the subsequent years.

No time should be lost in mobilising available organisational and social resources, and key, Iong-term factJrs of
acceleration, and scientific and technological progress in the
first place, should be set in rnotion. It is only by tintcing up all
these areas of work that we shall carry out our plans -and
achieve the set social targets.

IV. LINES OF ECONOMIC
INTENSIFICATION IN THE 12TH
FIVE.YEAR PLAN PERIOD

1. Acceleratior of Scientific and
Technological Progress: Main Lever

of Intensification
The Party's policy of all-round intensification rests on the
enormous potential of the current stage of the scientific and

technoloeiCal revolution. Lenin's words that "in order to
build coirrnunism we must take technology and science and
make them available to wider circles," are now more relevant
than ever before. Today, putting science and technology into
action means accelerating scientific and technological prog'
ress in the top priority fields, ensuring rapid and large-scale
application of everything that is progressive, and transformiri! ttre productiva forces qualitatively. It also means joint
development and effective utilization of scientific and tech'
nical achievements by the socialist community countries and
active participation in the world-wide division of labour.
Oui country has always paid special attention to the
advancement oi science and technology. In a brief span of
time we have built up a powerful scientific potential which has
enabled us, at each stage, to successfully carry out major
economic and defence tasks. It is no secret, however, that
although we possess noteworthy researQh and develoPment
results-and advanced ideas we often lag behind in the intro'
duction of progressive technologies, including even some that
were developed in our country. This situation can only be
explained by miscalculations made by ministries in their
technological policy, and, at times, by their unwillingness to
look ahead.
On the basis of an in-depth analysis the Plenary Meeting
of the Central Committee of the CPSU in April 1985 and the
26

of the Party's Central Committee
seriously posed the question of energ'etically eliminating barriers in the way of scientific and technological progresi, and
of ensuring cardinal, revolutionary changei all a-lon-g the line.
The stlategy which the Party has worked out for acielerating

June 1985 Conference

scientific and technological progress consists, first, in conl
centrating the available resources on the key avenues while
advancing science and technology in all sphlres. Second, in
providing scope for the large-scale application of reliable
technological- innovations tested in practice, from which it is
possible to obtain the maximum returns before they becorne
morally obsolete. Third, in quickly and purposefully carrying
out research and development that will lead to the development and introduction of fundamentally new equipment arid
ptoduction methods ensuring a manifold increaie in productivity. The solution of these problems will be put on a
practical footing in the 12th five-year plan period. Broad development of advanced technologies is one of the
llost important lines of scientific and technological progress.
Only by taking this road will it be possible to bring about
ghanges raising to a qualitatively new level not only individual
lines of production but also entire industries. In the 12th fiveyear plan period we intend to extend the use of progressive
technologies basic to each industry by 50 to 100 per cent.
Fundamentally new production methods, for instance: rrelnblqo", laser, plasma, superhigh pressures, pulse loads, etc.,
will hold a notable place. The scale on which these methods
are applied will be increased several times over, and that will
undoubtedly yield a big economic effect.
Another avenue is automation and mechanisation of production that will radically transform work places and make
the job of workers, collective farmers and the intelligentsia
more productive, creative and attractive. That is one-of the
principal social objectives that the Party has set itself. The
level of automation in the national economy will double on
the averaqre, Apo-ut 5,000 automated control iystems are to be
introduced in industfy.
The present-day stage in automation is based on the
revolutioh in computer technology, in computerisation of the
national economy. New geuerations of computers of all
classes, from supercomputers to personal computers for
school instruction, are to'be designed and introduced irt the
i

')l

coming five years. Total output of computers is to go up
by 2.3 times in the five years. We are setting the tdrget of
large-scale computerisation of the machinery and equipment produced for all industries. The future belongs to this
technology.

A characteristic feature of automation in the 12th fiveyear plan period is rapid expansion of robotics, rotor lines
and rotor conveyers, and flexible automated productipn
lines, which ensure high productivity. For example, the
number of industrial ro5ots-is to be trebled during these five
years.

As we see, the scale is sizable. A fundamentally new
approach is necessary to the application of this advanced,
and, it must be said, costly equipment. Yet at present it is
being used extremely inefficiently by many ministries. Thus,
according to data released by the USSR Committee of
People's Control, at the plants of the Ministry of the
Eleclrical Engineering Industry highly productive machining
centres are not operating at full load, and some simply stand
idle. At many enterprises of the Ministry of Agricultural
Machinery and the Ministry of Power Engineering, digital
control machine-tools are being used less than one shift
per day. That style of work discredits the potentialities of the
latest technology and does great damage to the economy. The
situation must be remedied immediately.
It is intended to substantially reduce materials consumption in social production through the large-scale application
of economical types of metal products, plastics, and other
progressive materials. In the course of the five years their
butiut is to increase by more than 30 per cent, aicompared
to an increase of only 6 per cent in the production of
traditional materials. The application of fundamentally new
construction materials which have been developed by our
scientists and which are greatly superior in quality to those
now being used opens up tremendous prospects. That refers,
in particular, to composite materials. Their manufacture is to
increase by 10-12 times in the l2th five-year plan period.
The scale of introducing new machinery and technologies
outlined for the five-year period as a whole will ensure a more
than 65 per cent growth in the productivity of social labour
and will reduce production costs in industry by 28 billion
roubles.
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\apid progress in science and technology calls for a
co-ntinuous and growing renewal of scientific'iA.a, ina a._
velopments. The decisive role here is played by fundamental
research, bV
*q Academy of Sciences of tLe USSR, which has
splendld traditions and outstanding achievements. collese
and university.research can also do igood deal. Howevei,-ft,
discoveries will benefit the national eConomv onlv if thev'are
taken up and applied in good time, that is, if all i.uef.-i'f ifr.
'scrence-production cycle function smoothly and rhythmically.
Sectoral science economy-ramifiedis a highly important
6i

this chain. It possesses a
"t"-""i inn6twoit or reseaiitr
stitutes and design, bureaus having a large number of re_
searchers, and good results are obtained ivherever thev are
c.qyrpetentlV used. That is not the case everywhere, ho#ever.
All too-often, sectoral.organisations have Uei"" mait i"g ti-e,
producing no tangible iesults. At times their effor"ts are
subordinated to upholding narrow departmental interests,
they lack a creative spirit and are distineuished bv oettv
projects.and by fragmentation of resource"s urA p.rroirnii.

Although.they are aware.of this, the heads of many"rninistries

take an inert, irresponsible attitude to making

ir. oi tt.

enormous scientific and technological potential. b" trr" ottii
hand,. they display enviable activity'in purchasing iirioad
machinery and technologies which th-ey themselves c5uld have
successfully developed. This harmful- practice must be subScctecl to scvere and principled party criticism.
The unbridled chas-e foi imported technology and produc-

tion tcchniques on the. part' of many a riioager hu, u
corrupting effect on designers. Seeing how easiiy Eqirip;ini
gan b.e bought abroad, their ardour tends to Oirnfien', thev
Iose their zeal and bow to difficulties. Far be i li-;-'il-t6
renounce rlsing the results of the international division of
labour and exchange of scientific and technical knowledge,
but we must first and foremost rely on our own enormous
scientific potential. In the new five-year plan period ;; il;t
energetically reorganise sectoral sciehtifii reseirch, bring it as
close.to- produclion as
_possible, improve its material"base,
cspecially pilot plant and experimentil facilities, and suppl/ii
with up-to-date instruments and research equipment. I;;llJ
bear full responsibility for the scientific dnd technolosical
level of its indqstry. That should be the main criteriol in

assessmg rts perlbrmance.
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Special attention must be paid to scientific research at
factory level. It stands closest of all to production, interlocks
with il, and, as experience shows, significantly reduces the
time needed to develop and produce new machinery. The
Elektrosila, Uralmash, Ivanovo machine-tool production association, and other associations largely owe their fame to
factory scientists, designers, and technologists. This sphere of
researih should be expanded at the fastest rates, and sectora[
research institutes shbuld be boldly integrated with it. Wp
must speed up the organising of research-and-production asiociations to accJhrate lcientific and technblogical
progress. This process has already begun in the engineeiing industry and must be actively taken up in other industries.
On the basis of the experience of leading research organisations inter-sectoral scientific and technical complexes have
been arising lately. They straddle the main avenues of scien-^
tific and tec-hnological piogress and are a new effective way of
combining researCh wiih production.
The main thing, of course, is to provide the economic,
social, and organisational prerequisites for creative work by
engineers, scientists, and designers. They are the ones _who
generate scientific ideas and developments, and it is on them,
ftrst and foremost, that the technical level of production
depends. A number of major decisions have been passed, to
stimulate their activity, to enhance their social prestige and to
provide them with more incentives.
^ New forms of payment are to be introduced, which have
proved their worth, overcome levelling trends, and encourage
work that yields a high level of creative results. There was a
time wherr many executives insisted on introducing these
forms of payment. It is therefore hard to explain the fact that
todav these new forms have been introduced in less than a
dozeir enterprises and associations. All the above shows how
great is in6rtia in matters of scientific and technological
progress and how much energetic, large-scale actions are
needed.

We will have tolresolutely restructure the economic mechanism in order to accelerlte scientific and-technological
progress rn every sector of the economy. But we must
iemEmber that this mechanism will yield no-results by itself if
the responsibility of the top manag-ers, first of all the minis30

ters, is not.heighteaed at the same time. They must bear full
responsibility for the technical srandard orp.,Jau"iior
industries.
-rn tackling the new tasks related to scientific and technical
policy, a good deal depends upon the USSR State Committee
Ior scrence and rechnolog.y which has not yet found its place
in the process, and has fiiied to readjust to the
"i"Or-.?-ifri
oi
t!per..1t should concentrate on coordirating the rnuirli".,
suieptific and technological progress, o" drryi"g

iliil;it

;ufti;";;

guidance of the inter-Jectorit iieniitic and iecf,nicat iomplexes and on organising scientific information in th;;;unfi.
It also has the^highly-important function, new for it, 6f
coorornatmg^ ettorts to carry out the Comprehensive
.
of the
{lo_gramme for Scientific and Technological progiess
CMEA Member-Countries up to the yeir 2000. "finuilv, iti
entire system bf managg-meni of scientific and techno6licJ
progress mqs! be radically reorganised if we want to mafe ii
an mseparable element of our plans and of our entire economic life. This refers to the _ practice of planning, 1; ih"
financing, price formation and'incentive syitems ailA to iiii
entire economic mechanism.
In a word, comrades, a first-priority task of the l2th fiveyear qlan_ is_that every
_engineering and manageriai-aecl
sion should be examinid iil the c5ntext of thi sraaua[,
gtowing contribution by science and technoloev tj oroA-"c'tion. Socialism's econoinic system enables il%;d[;;;;tematic use of the potential oithe scientific aro t.ctrnoioni6ur
revolution. Unlike capitalism, where, in the final analysi{tti
great achievements of science and technology aggravate thi
social contradictions, in the hands of the siciadi riut" tr,"u
are a powerful lever for transforming society. H"i. ro.iulitri
- -has a historic advantage, and must rise it to"the ruU.

2. fnvestment Policyrand Capital
Constrrrction

- An active investnlent policy is an effective instrument in
implemerrting the part_y'i economic ,truiegy; I; il -silb;;di:
nate.d, in each particular period, to solvini the main-taski
confronting our country. the new feature o=r tne invistmeni
3l

policy in the l2th five-year plan is its orientation on accelerating scientific and technological progress and, on this basis,
qualitatively transforming the material base and structure of
production.
The increase in capital investments is to be substantially
greater in the current five-year plan period: by up to 170
billion roubles, as compared to 125 billion roubles in 19811985. Total capital investments are to reach nearly one trillion
roubles.
It is not only a matter, of course, of enormous capital
investments. The, success of an investment policy is determined largely by how effectively the resources are used, by
how their sectoral and reproduction structure is shaped, and
by how the very process ofcapital construction is organised.
All these aspects have been thoroughly elaborated during the
drafting of the Guidelines.
An irnportant feature of the l2th five-year plan is the
considerable, 80 per cent, growth in capital investments in the
engineering complex, the complex in which scientific and
technological progress is embodied. Special emphasis is being
put on developing its branches that provide for qualitative
changes in the technological level of the engineering industry
itself. That lays the material foundation for accelerating
scientific and technological progress.
Among the key sectors, the fuel and energy complex gets
special attention. Against the background of increasingly
complicated extraction and transportation of fuel, capital
investments in this sphere have to be increased 47 per cent to
ensure reliable supplies of fuel for our country and for the
other socialist community countries. Capital investment
growth rates in the industries that ensure effective fuel
extraction and refining methods will be approximately twice
as high.
In conformity with the Food Programme a third of all
capital investments is being allocated to the agro-industrial
complex. Here, priority goes to the sectors that process
agricultural raw materials; capital investments in them will
grow 51 per cent, as compared to the overall growth of 22 per
cent. This will help to eliminate the big imbalance hindering
growth of the final product.
A characteristic f'eature of the new five-year plan is the
emphasis it puts on retooling and modernising existing pro-

duction facilities. The share of capital investments for these
in 1985 to 50 per cent in
199O. This percentage will be still greater in the sectors and
regions having the most outdated ploduction facilities.
Revision of the reproductive structure of capital investments will considerably speed production apparatus renewal,
overcoming the trend towards its physical and moral obsolescence which has taken shape lately. The average annual
coefficient for scrapping outdated equipment is to increase to
between 5 and 6 per cent, that is, to a level ensuring the
planned production efficiency of the economy. Such a scale of
renewal provides the possibility of substantially reducing the
outlays for major overhauls. It is clear thai consideiable
changes will also have to be made in the depreciation policy
to solve these problems.
As the economic sectors go over to the new economic
mechanism, the main role in technical retooling and reconstruction will be played by the development funds of
enterprises and associations earned by their respective work
collectives. And that calls for a radical change in the attitude
to these funds. People at the enterprises must be fully informed of the fact that the main source of their technical
retooling will be t_he first to receive all requisite resources. A
special responsibility devolves here on th6 central economic
agencies and, of course, the ministries, which, however,
are continuing to operate in the old way with regard to this
issuc. Thc matter was rightly raised in the speeches at the
purposes-is to grow from 37 per cent

Congrcss.

The priority given to retooling and modernisation will
demand a certain cutback in the number of new projects,
especially in the European part of our country. New-projects
will be carried out only for the purpose of major stiucfural
changes, of establishing industries that have arisen in the
present stage of the scientific and technological revolution,
and also of developing natural riches. Our fundamental
policy consists in extensive retooling plus whatever new
construction is vitally necessary.
A radical reorganisation of capital construction to make it
more efficient is the keystone of the investment policy. Many
unresolved problems have accumulated in this sphere over the
ycars. Construction time-limits have been grossly violated,
construction projects have become more expensive and the
2.t61 I
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of unfinished construction projects and stocks of
uninstalled equipment has grown excessively. A completely
abnormal situation'has arisen in which the unsatisfactory
work of building organisations, and the weakness of their
industrial facilities have, in some regions, limited economic
development and dealt tangible damage to the rational distribution of productive forces. The state of bffairs in the
building industry was doubtless affected by the general decline in discipline and responsibility witnessed in the past few

percentage

years.

Thb problems of capital construction must be tackled
without delay by using all the economic and organisational
measures. A number of decisions aimed at improving the state
of affairs in this industry have been adopted lately. Their
strict fulfilment should yield the required results in the years
immediately ahead. It is obvious, however, that the work will
not end at that.
First and foremost, we must clamp down on the fragmentation of financial resources. Although we have been talking
about this a long time, more than 300,000 large and small
construction projects are underway throughout the country.
That is an impermissible number, even taking our enormous
size into account. The Central Committee of the CPSU has
obliged us to normalise the situation. Begiuning from 1987 we
intend to go over to strict observance of standard time-limits
ih planning and carrying out construction work.
That is not a simple matter. Some might find it highly
painful. We do not excluCe the possibility that a number of
projects not of primary importance will have to be shelved,
and the rnanpower and funds reallocated. But we must take
this step.
The front of construction work must be narrowed. In
that case alone will we be able to really reduce building
schedules by at least a half. Already today all the ministriei
and departments and the constituent republics must make
thorough preparations for this work.
Implementation of the five-year investment programme
calls for a higher level of industrialisation in capital construc.
tion. It must be put on a fundamentally new material and
technical foundation. The old foundati6n, laid in the late
fifties and early sixties, has largely exhausted its possibilities.

v

The new foundation should rest on the latest achievements of
science and technology at home and abroad and should

contribute to the establishment of an integrated industrialconstruction process. The draft Guidelines provide for an
increase in the number of projects built of prefabricated
elements and in the delivery of mechanisms; the use of
aluminium, plastics, and new materials is to increase 50 to 100
per cent. All this will substantially improve construction
organisation, and raise labour productivity and construction
standards while simultaneously reducing building costs. But a
great deal still has to be done, and we shall return more than
once to the question of industrialising capital construction.
It is equally important to radically irirprove designing in
the building industry. This is mostly a matter for the designers
themselves, of course. The technical level of production, the
more efficient use of capital investments and the intensification of construction depend to a large extent on them. They
must be the catalysts of lcientific and- technological progresi
in all sectors of the economy.
We have splendid examples of new and modernised enterprises designed and built according to the latest word in
technology. On the other hand, patently backward technical
solutions as well as errors in project cost estimation often
occur. In the four years of the last five-year plan period the
cost of construction projects went up by l1 billion ioubles, or
by 24 per cent of the initial estimatei. Moreover, the technical
and economic indices of half of the projects deteriorated.
Hercin lies the answer to the numeroui requests to increase
investment in production. Here lies an impbrtant source for
solving many social problems.
The responsibility for the unsatisfactory situation in designing falls not only on the designers but also on the
n'rinistries and departments. They are the ones that give the
go-ahead to outdated designs. According to the USSR
Construction Bank (Stroibank), 25 per cent of the projects
which are carried over into the l2th five-year plan periodand
which are regarded by respective ministries ai coriesponding
to the modern level of scientific and tochnological progress,
wcre deslgned l0 to 20 years ago. This is a very alarming fact.
It is quite understandable that such an approach cannot
produce designs which measure up to modein demands. A
situation of this kind is to be observed in many ministries. For

example, the USSR Ministry of Non-Ferrous Metals has
confirmed the high technical level of 69 projects that were
lpproved between 1955 and 1975, while the Ministry of the
Motor Vehicle Industry has confirmed20. These construction
projecls lvould go into operation 20 or more years after they
were designed. Need I make any comments?
The USSR State Committee for Construction (Gosstroi) is
obliged to do much to improve the state of affairs in designing. While not taking over the duties of ministries and design
organisations it should pursue a uniform scientific and tec-hnical policy in construction, draw up a system of assessments
of the standards and technical level of designs, and widely

practise design competitions.

Finally, a top-priority task is to reorganise construction
management. This is perhaps the most neglected industry
with regard to improving management and economic opeiation methods. Yet this question is more acute here than in
any other sphere. Fragmentation and multi-level management
must be eliminated and an optimal combination of centralisation with broader powers and greater responsibility of constituent republics and local bodies must be found.
Thus, capital construction must be improved at all levels.
We must declare most definitely that the feasibility of our
plans and the country's economic development ratei depend
largely on this.

3. Structural Policy and the Growth
of Economic Complexes
At all stages in the development of the national economy
our Party has attached exceptional importance to the structural policy, to the choice of priorities, to the drawing up of
inter-sectoral and inner-sectoral proportions.
The draft Guidelines thoroughly define the most important assignments for improving the structure of the national
economy and developing its sectors, and set forth the targets
they have to reach. Allow me to dwell only on the most
fundamental aspects of structural policy in tha 12th five-year
plan period.

First of all, it calls for priority growth of the
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product-machines, equipment, consumer goods, completed
conslruction projects-as compared with the int"rmLdiate
p1g{ug!.. fuel, raw materials and semi-manufactures. In
1986-1990. the increase in the end product per iouUiJ oitte
increase in the value of raw and othir materials will bi 4O pui
cent_ greater than in the previous five-year period. The dnd
product growth rate in the manufacturing industries will be
JOQ per cent higher than in the fuel ind raw -ut.iiut,
industries. This shift is based to a significant degree
on the
resource-saving policy.
Another feature is accelerated development of the
industries-electric power, chemical, petrochemicut anA, oi
course,- eng-ineering-which will bring'the national ."ooo-v
to the forefront of world science andlechnology. Their shari:
in iq4ustry will amount to 4l per cent in 19901'
. Finally. a very important feature is that all industries
without exception have been oriented to a greater degree than
belore on the manufacture of consumer goods and"development of the service sphere. It is planned t6 give more priori^ty
to the growth of the B group indusrry-changes
tharithe A group.
The most substantial structural
are ionnected
with greater priority for engineering. Wh'ile the Guidelines
were being drafted the Central Committee of the partv
warned against underestimating the leading role of engineer'ing and pointed to the need to overcome lhe previou."t..nA
towards bringing its growth rate close to that of industrv as a
whole. The growth. rare of this sector under the l2th fiv6-yeai
plan is 90 per cent higher than in industry as a whole. Thijis a
vcry substantial coefficient and it will strengthen the priority
position of engineering-in the national economy.
The cardinal task of the machine-builders is"to change the
structure of production and to raise the qualitative siecifications of machinery and equipment. By'1990 tfre a'nnual
renewal of engineering producls js to be biought up to l3 pei
cent, as co_mp-ared tq 4.5 per cent in 19g5. Against 'the
background of the priority growth of engineerirg] tfri. ,"iti
provide. a gjnuine foundation for retool-ing our--country,s
grroduction facilities on a modern basis.
, Spccial attention is being paid to modernising the engmrrnng rndustry. Its technical level depends primaiily on the
lcvcls rcached in machine-tool-buildin!, instiument_making,
electronics and electrical engineering, irhich are therefore 1?
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grow much faster than the engineering industry as a whole. At
the same time, each machine-building ministry must develop
its own machine-tool production geared to its industry's
specific needs.
The tasks confronting rnachine-building have called for
improved management of this complicated sector. An
Engineering Bureau under the USSR Council of Ministers
has beep set up and is putting its work in top gear.
Significant changes are planned in the structural materials
complex. The main. thing here is to. increase the share of
progressive, economical types of materials. Thanks to this, the
national economy's growing demand for structural materials
will be met by significantly lower output growth rates. That
will be an important contribution by the complex to saving
the country's resources.
For example, large-scale retooling in the iron and steel
industry will improve the structure and quality of metal
products. As a result, with a mere 9 per cent increase in the
output of finished rolled products industrial output as a
whole will rise 2l to 24 per cent and engineering and metalworking will register a 40 to 45 per cent gain during the fiveyear period. Simultaneously, we must ensure a more rational
use of metals, first and foremost, in engineering and
construction.
In the non-ferrous metals industry the main stress is put
on the comprehensive use of resources and on increasing the
output of new types of goods. The replacement of metals and
other traditional materials by chemical materials will be
qpeeded up. Manufacture of the latest types of plastics is to
increase nearly six-fold. Priority is also given to expanding the
output of up-to-date timber products.
An equally important aspect of the development of this
complex will be a htter ratio between raw materials extraction and finished products. Thus, the output of ferrous metal
rolled stock is to increase with hardly any growth in ore
extraction or in pig iron and coke manufacture. The output of
wood products per cubic metre of timber shipped out is to
increase 16 per cent. All the above will be achieved by raising
the technological level of these industries.
Reliable development of the entire national economy
requires further improvement of the fuel and energy complex.
Major shifts in the structure of the fuel-and-energy balance
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are to be carried out in conformity with the USSR Energy
Programme. By the end of the five-year period nuclear power
stations will nearly double their share of power production
and will account for more than 20 per cent of the total
amount generated.
In the course of the I lth five-year plan period the USSR
Ministry of the Power Industry fell short of its targets in
starting up nuclear power plants, which created an additional
demand for fossil fuels. Taking into account our country's
strained fuel balance and the growing role of nuclear power
generation, setbacks of this kind are imperrnissible in future.
The share ofnatural gas in the fuel and energy resources is
to increase to 38 per cent. The gas industry is coping with its
assignments not badly, but there are no grounds for complacency. After the Urengoi deposit reaches its designed
capasity the inbrease in natural gas extraction will Come
chiefly from the Yamburg deposit. The main thing now is to
speed up its development. A great amount of work has to be
done to provide for the future.
The state of affairs in oil extraction, especially in Western
Siberia, requires substantial improvement. By the end of the
five-year period it should account for two-thirds of the Soviet
Union's total oil output. Failures in the work of this industry
created difliculties for the economy. The Ministry of the Oil
Industry, the Tyumen Chief Oil and Gas Administration and
its enterprises turned out to be unprepared for operation
when the output of wells at major deposits began to fall. The
existing lag must be oyercome in the shortest possible time.
The Party and the Govemment have given the oilmen considerable assistance. Success now depends on the Ministry:s
organisational work, on its resolve to unfailingly carry
out the assignments set forth in the Guidelines and mobilise
the work collectives for achieving this. Tha local Farty and
econornic bodies must play a big part in ensuring extraction
of the planned volumes of oil.
ln the coal industry, open{ast mining, especially in the
Eastern regions, is getting special attention. Retooling and
modernisation of the collieries in the old coal mining areas, in
the first place, in the Donetsk and Kuznetsk basins, should
nlso be continued.
Dynamic development of the economy requires large-scale
gcological prospecting, especially for oil, natural gas, and

ores, and higher efficiency and quality in preparing the
explored mineral reserves for extraction.
A most important aspect of structural reorganisation is
greaten emphasis on the fuller satisfaction of the Soviet
people's varied and ever-growing reqpirements. This is being

achieved through accelerated development of the foodprocessing and nonfood industries.
In the 12th five-year plan period, closer and bettercoordinated interaction among the branches within the agroindustrial complex will be achieved; this will ensure high end
results of its work. Agriculture will develop considerably and
its material and technical base will be consolidated. All types
of farm output will grow thanks to the better provision of
collective farms and state farms with new machinery, mineral
fertilizers, chemical weed- and pest-killers, through increasing
the area of improved land and making effective use of these
resources. It is planned to bring the output of grain to 250255 million tons and that of meat to 2l million tons. Such a
good showing can only be made by using intensive technologies, increasing grain yields and livestock productivity,
and by applying new methods of economic management
within the agro-industrial complex. The coming five years will
be highlighted by priority development of the processing
industries and transportation, and better storage facilities
for farm produce. All this will reduce unwarranted outlays
and losses, enlarge the food resources and improve their
quality.
The consumer goods output targets have been set according to the Comprehensive Programme for Developing
Consumer Goods Production and Services, which opens up
broad vistas for their growth and improvement. The task is to
bring the light and local industries, the services and trade to
the frontlinis of technological progress, and accelerate their
development rates. It is planned to increase the manufacture
ofnonfood goods by 30 per cent over the next five years, that
is, to ensure a greater growth rate here than in industrial
production as a whole. The range of goods will be considerably broadened and their quality improved.
The comprehensive and well-coordinated development of
infrastructure-transport, the communication and information system, material and technical supplies, warehousing
and roads- is of increasing importance to our economy.

fi

Transport workers face the responsibh taskr-ofi handline
ever gfowing freight and passengeriraffic, especially betweei
the Europ-ean and Eastern partslf the countiy. Its iuccessful
ac-complishment calls for coordinated operation of all kinds

of transport, -development of new typ6s of transport, and
further consolidation of its material and technical'basL. io
link all collective farm and state farm centres with the district
administrative centres by motor roads in the l2th five-vear
plan period is a task of tremendous industrial and social
rmportance

_ _fh. approach to the development of all constituent republics and major regions is formulated in the national interest
of the rational territorial division of social labour within the

national economic complex. The targets in the draft
Guidelines have been sei in such a wa| as to further the
economic_ and cultural development of a[ republics and
ensure a better location of the productive forcei. Each republic should make a weighty coitribution to building up rhe

country's economic potential.

One of the most important territorial problems is to
provide a closer linkage between industrial siting and the
available manpower and material resources. As is k-nown, the
resources of various kinds are unevenly distributed over our
country's territory. The larger part of the production assets is
concentrated in the European rtgions of tlie USSR, while fuel
and ra.w. materia.ls prod-uction 1s being predominantly developed in Siberia. At the same time] the highest ra:te of
growth of manpower resources is registered in-Central Asia
and the Transcaucasian area. The draft Guidelines provide
for the siting of energy-intensive industries close to firel and
energy .producers and for increasing the number of work
places in regions_ having the requisite manpower resources.
They pay special attent-ion to tlre comprehensive economic
development o^f Siberia and the Soviet Far Fast, to the
exploitation_of their natural riches and the provi.ion of
transport links with them.
Intensification and scientific and technoloeical Drosress
nrc thus the keynotes of the structural policy in-the t2thhveycar plan period. This policy provides a sofa foundation for
rtrengthening the national economy's material and technical
bttsc.

4. Improvement of the System of
Administratim and Management

.

Methods
Comrades, the success of our plans and objectives is
indissolubly linked with the improvement of administration
and methods of economic management. lVe will not be able
to place production on the path of all-round intensification
using the previous rnethods and old organisational forms,
without changing them radically to suit the new conditions
and present-day requirements for economic growth. What we
want here are not partial improvements but, as Mikhail
Gorbachev said in the Political Report, a rudrcal reform.
To speak plainly, the insistent need for improving the
system of administration was in many ways underestimated
until recently. The job was being done slowly and halfheartedly. The bias for old, mainly administrative methods
kept taking the upper hand and acted as a brake on economic
development. Intellectual stagnation inevitably bred stagnation in deeds.
The Party has drarrn the proper conclusions and has set a
clear objective: to carry out large-scale measures improving
the entire system of administration so as to substantially
heighten its efliciency, focus it oa a cardinal acceleration of
scientific and technological progress, on an all-out mobilisation of the human factor" This objctirrc has baen thoroughly
and profoundly substantiated in the Political Report of the
Central Committee to the 27th Congre*s of the CPSU, which
defined the cardinal line of our actions. Relying on the
irnmutable principle of democratic centralism, we must follow
this line, and continue consolidating and improving the centralised plan-governed guidance of the @onomlHocialism's
great gain and essential advantage. In this matter, too, it is
apparent that wc have'hot lived up to" and will never lirre up
to the hopes of bourgeois ideologists that we will depart from
that fundamental principle. At the same time, the Party will
resolutely work for gling associations and enterprises more
leewan for heightening their responsibility for the end results
and for developing aost accounting in depth. The vast scale of
the economy and the diversifrcation of inter-sectoral and
regional ties also demand an optimum combination of sectO

toral and territorial administration and an improvement of

the organisational structures.
In recent years important steps have been taken in this
respect. A broader than ever search for and testing of more
e-ffectiyg forms bf administration, coupled with the-introduction of innovations that have proved their worth, has become
a. typic4 featur-e of our economic life. We began by extending
the rights
responsibilities of enterpriJes ana associal
tions-the -and
level at which material values dre produced and all
man-agement threads are intertwined. Here, the shortcomings
of the economic mechanism were especially noticeable. Ti'e
absence of a close linkage between the interests of work
collectives and the end results of their work held down their
initiative and enterprise and did not stimutate them to use the
latent reserves of production. To avoid the mistakes made in
the past, new ?ethods are elaborated with an eye to the
specificity of the particular economic branches.- AII this
enables us to determine the merits and demerits of the new
methods more conclusively, to perfect these methods, and
extend the sphere of their use phase by phase.
During the l2th five-year-plan period we will have to
persevere in developing an infegrated system of administration, to consistently adjust the elernents of the economi,c
mechanism and look for more effective forrns and methods of
planning, stimulating and organising production.
One of the most important tasks in these five years is to
introduce new methods of management in all branihes of the
econorny. To date enterprises accounting for half the industrial output, the entire comrnunications system, the services
ildu$ry, and so.me tlansportation enterprises, .are operating
along the new lines. From 1982, all industrial and tiansporl
lltioT enterprises will operate on these princifiles.
Simultaneously, within the shortest possible time, we must
also complete the reorganisation of [he management of the
agro-industrial complex, ereate the prerequisitei for substantially promoting economic methods-, and for a broad introductio,n of truly cost-accounting relations on collective and
rtntc farms, at enterprises and aisociations.
.^As noted earlier, the management of the building industry
calh for rno_st ur.g_ent irnproviments. Here we mu#begin a;
oxperimental verification of the new planning methods Ind of
Glotttcrrts of the economic mechanisri alrea{y this year, so as
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subsequently spread them to the entire industry. The
whole range of isSues related to the organisation of management in capital construction calls for thorough study in the
light 'of the tasks facing the country
To promote cost accounting is especially important if we
want to further improve the economic mechanism and comprehensively elaborate all its elements. A close and rigid
dependence should be established between the end results
achieved by the enterprises and associations and the funds
they allocate for the development of production, remuneration of labour, material incentives for the personnel, for the
satisfaction of their social needs. The idea is that these funds
should increasingly determine all aspects of the life of enterprises: production as well as social.
For this purpose, we are setting the following tasks: first,
to make the fund for production development the basic
source of technical retooling and modernisation; second, to
pursue the line for improving housing and other social and
living conditions increasingly out of funds earned by the work
collectives; third, to tie more closely the earnings of every
worker to his or her personal contribution to the end results;
fourth, to completely stop up all channels that make it
possible to pay for the mismanagement of some with the good
iesults of others; fifth, to secure a further expansion of the
sphere of contractual relationships and establish strict responsibility of enterprises for meeting their commitments to
consumers. And, lastly, a most important thing: to stop petty
supervision and interference of superior bodies in the lawful
rights of work collectives, to enable the latter to find the
optimum ways of fulfilling their plans. This,is what full-scale
cost accountiirg amounts to in practice. Precisely these economic conditions will inescapably require that enterprises and
associations make the maximum use of the production potential, of the achievements of science and technology, that they
economise on resources to the utmost, and that they react
flexibly and promptly to the consumers' needs.
We must work consistently to improve cost accounting,
and transfer enterprises to self-financing and self-sufficiency.
These principles are now being comprehensively verified at
the Volzhsky car works and the Sumy research and production association. The results obtained there are good. We
must follow this path energetically.

to

u

Developing the system of economic norrns is especially
lgrportant in improving the new methods of managemeni.
The norms must be set for the entire five-year period aind give
work collectives confidence that efficienf work is sure tJ be
rewarded materially and morally. Poor results, on the other
!u.nd,_will.affect the entire collective. The most dangerous
lbing here is_to violate the principle of the stability of iorms.
Unfortunately, this does happen. Such practices-undermine
the cost accounting foundations and must, therefore, be most
firmly combatted.
It should be stressed that economic norms are a oromisins
instrument 9f plan-governed management. They fleiibly coml
-use
bine centralisation in economic management with the
of
commodity-money relations and the law of value. It is important th-at central econ-omic bodies, ministries and enterprises should learn to use them to the full extent. The sphere in
which they are applied will have to be expanded in^view of
accumulated experience, the relationships between the state
enterprises and the budget will have to bi put on a normative
basis.

Tlr" .po.licy of extending the rights of enterprises that has
built into the new economic mechanism wi'll not yield the
desired effect unless its principles are applied at all ievels of
production, right down to the ieam and work place. This calls
for an organic linkage of cost accounting at associations and
enterprises with the development of the contractual form of
organising and remunerating labour. That will offer greater
scope .to the creativity and initiative of the massJs, the
collectivist principles of production will be promoted,' and
people's in_volvement in the common cause will be brought
home to them more.clearly, thereby
implementing Leni-n's
-"thai
behest that every w-orker should feel
he is not- only the
master of his own factory but that he is also a representative
of the co_untry", that he ieels his responsibility.
The Report of the CPSU Central Committee treats in a
new, principled way the development of democratic methods
rn management, the question of increasing the workins
pc.ple's immediate partlcipation in the affairl of enterprises]
n fullcr and more effective application of the USSR Liw on
Work Collectives. We cannot 6xpect the economic mechanism
to lunction effectively without-the active and creative pirticipution of work collectives in drafting and implem*iirrg

"

been
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economic and social development plans, and resolving all issues
related to the life of enterprises. That is why it is essential to find
new collectivist forms for the working people's participation in
management alongside the existing ones. As is pointed out in
the Report, councils of work collectives could be one such

effective form. Party, trade union, Komsomol and other public
organisations must have their say in promoting the democratic

principles of management.
In the recent past, underestirnation of the role of organisational structures in raising economic efficiency was a major
shortcoming interfering with the work of improving management. In recent years the establishment of production associations was unjustifiably retarded, and they have failed to
become the main form of organisation in a large number of
industries. The process has to be given fresh impulse. We
must also be bolder in forming large-scale inter-sectoral
associations, which provide for effective specialisation and
cooperation free from departmental partitions"
A new approach is needed to the role and functions of
ministries. The content and style of their work, like their
organisational structures, were shaped to serve the old,
rnainly administrative, methods of management. Considering
the introduction of economic methods of management and
the extension of the rights of enterprises and associations,
rninistries will have to be substantially restructured. In the
interests of production, part of their former functions will
have to be turned over to the work collectives, needless
everyday routine abandoned, greater confidence placed in
enterprises.

In the present conditions, ministries should concentrate
mainly on charting the strategy of scientiflrc and technological
progress in the industry concerned and its development prospects, raising the general standard of economic work, and, in
the final analysis, fully meeting society's needs for products.
To these ends we must also radically improve the organisational system of sectoral administration, and, as a rule,
adopt a bi-level scheme. Elaboration of such schemes in ministries of the engineering complex has already been completed,
and it should be speeded up in all the other branches.
Ministries are faced with no easy tasks. And success
depends in many ways on how organically they are integrated
in the new system of management, and on how quickly they
6

to the needs of the tirnes.
The
responsibility
borne
by
our
central economic bodies
for making the economic mechanism more effective is exceedingly high. They are, indeed, the executors of the fundamental
principles of Party policy.
-It is no secret, however, that all too often in their practical
activity, in screeds of written instructions and recommendations of methods, the substance of the issues is distorted,
giying way to departmentalism and undermining vital undertakings. This evokes legitimate dissatisfaction locally. Such
practices must be rooted out once and for all, and the letter
and spirit of the Party decisions must be strictly observed.
The success of the ongoing restructuring of the economic
qechanism largely depends on the USSR State Planning
Committee. It must bring its activity in line with the new
demands, emphasise the comprehensive approach to the key
tasks, and bear full responsibiiity for a balanced and effectivl
growth of the economy. It is also essential to rebuild the
structure of the USSR State Planning Committee in this
spirit, so as to concentrate its activity on promising economic
problems, above all on shaping the national economic, intersectoral and regional proportions.
Responsible tasks are also facing the USSR State Supplies
Committee. It will have to restructure its work in order to
measure up to the needs of the new economic mechanism, and
introduce effective forms of supply and marketing, including
wholesale trade.
We expect bold and resolute action from the USSR
Ministry of Finance. In recent years, the role of finances has
weakened in economic affairs, and so has the work to make
the economy more efficient. More, in a number of cases the
finance and credit mechanism is holding back progressive
changes. Substantial modifications are needed here io concentrate it on securing the expenditure-free tendency of developing production.
The work of the USSR Srate Bank and the USSR
Construction Bank (Stroibank), too, should be revised to
mect the new demands. At present, credits are highly ineffective. The conditions that would prompt enterpiisei and organisations, collective and state iarms to use credits rationally, increase profitability, and settle accounts with the state
in time and completely, have not yet been created. The banks
adapt,themselves psychologically

must stand guard over the interests of the state and at the
same time promote the initiative and economic enterprise cif
work collectives in every possible way.
The intensification of the economy heightens the role of
prices as dependable gauges of the effectiveness of expenditures and of the results of economic activity, as effective
stimuli of scientific and technological progress and of raising
the quality of products. And the State Cornmittee for Prices
has a big part to play here. It must resolve the problems that
have piled up in this field more quickly and more competently. The work concerning retail prices, too, must conform to the objectives of our social policy.
Of late, as we know, new managing bodies have been
established for large economic complexes, such as the USSR
State Agro-Industrial Committee and the Engineering
Bureau. Their structure and functions are diff,erent, reflecting
the specificity of either complex. As experience accumulates,
it is expedient to further improve the guidance of groups of
interconnected and related branohes.
More attention will have to be devoted to a flexible
combination of sectoral and territorial control. In so doing,
we should not hesitate to give local Soviets more rights in
economic planning and managernent, especially in such industries and spheres which concern the daily needs of the
working people.
The improvements in management and the econornic
mechanism, cor..ipled with the greater scientific weight of
decision-making, are setting new and high demands on economists. They have a big debt to pay to the country. We expect
them to produce effective theoretioal studies and concrete
practical recommendations.
In short, comrades, hard work lies in store for us in the
12th five-year plan period: we must restructure all the links of
the economic mechanism. As we do this, we must see to it that
the existing structures and forms of management organically
develop into qualitatively new ones measuring up to the
present-day tasks. This process should ensure a steady growth
of production and'its higher efficiency. This is an important
matter and must be in the focus of attention and under the
constant control of the central economic bodies, ministries
and Party organisations. And it must be dealt with every day,
perseveringly, preventing formalism and snags, and not re,A

treating in the face of arising difficulties, as was sometimes the
case

in the past.

Of all tfre dangers along this road, the biggest one- is- red
taoe. Creatine thJ appearance of work, taking cover behind

hdttow rhetoric, bureaucracy may hold back the improvement
of the economic mechanism, dampen independence and initiative, and erect barriers to what is new.
An'urgent problem on which depends the success of the
restructuring of ttre system of contiol and the methods of
managemeni is the piofessional training of- our personnel.
Here,-economic edudation is an indispensable and essential
element in training people of all professions.
We must wor[ out-an effective system for the economic
education of workers and engineers, so that all of them can
competently and knowledgealJly evaluate the economic aspect

of t6chnicai solutions. Wl should therefore seriously revise

the character and content of all forms of education, including
the higher schools of economics and economic faculties.
Leadin-g economists, both researchers and practicians, must
be callei in to do so. Lastly, a well-considered system embracing all levels of management is needed for retraining specialists

in economics.

Especially high demands are set by modern-day economics
on caitains bf production. It is necessary to cultivate YP-todate &onomic [hinkine among our managers-a high degree

of professionalism, soiialist initiative, thE ability to

see.

far

aheid, to be educators and organisers within the work collective. The indispensable features of the present-day manager
are his Party maturity and adherence to principle, undeviating

implementation

of ihe Party line, and impeccable rnoral

qualities. They are essential if-our constructive plans are to be

carried into effect.
The tasks involved in improving the entire system of
management are highly important nof only economically, b-ut
also flotitically. Thit is wtry their implementation must be
const'antly controlled and griided !y th-e -Party organisations'
Prof,ound and concrete analysis of social and economic processes, perseverance in cariying out the -Party's economic
policy,
fhe proper placing and education of economic execut-and
readiiress to support what is new and progressiveives,
these are the areas where the Party's guidance of the economy
mt*st be concentrated and strengthened above all.

5. Foreign Economic Ties
C_omrades, the Party's policy of accelerating the countrv,s
social and economic develbpment sets high djmanas on ciui
foreign economic activity. We hold that irithe modern *"ifd.
active development of economic, scientific ana tectrnic;ii6;
and participation in the international division of tauour aii
vitally necessary-. We consider this an important means of
maintaining and strengthening peaceful, good-neighbourly
relations among states, and of ieridering mtltual assfrtance ii
resolving national economic problems.
An entirely new situation can be created for international
ecpq.omic coope.ration and its intensive growth in tnJinter-ests
or ail countnes rt the_soviet programme of phased elimination
of nuclear weapons by the yeal zooo anairrJ oirrei p.u*iur
qroposals_contained in the political Report of th6 CpSU
Central Committee are carried into ef?bct. bir**r-""t
would avert the threat of mankind's destrirctio; *d ,"G;;
tremendous material and intellectual resources for economic
development. Faithful to the Leninist td"-dli"y,-;ii;
soviet union is sparing no effort to improvb ttre inlirndtionai
situation, and to maintain and stiengthen relations of
equitable cooperation with all countries ilrespectG of in#
social- sy-s!em. Our Party and the Soviet stite will ,oiG
forced off this course
-by either threats rrom ttre imperiarist
forg-es or attempts to divert
the Geneva talts f.o- if,; -;i;
goal.
Acc.ording^ly, the draft Guidelines envisage a considerable
expansion of foreign economic ties. They witi Ue
on the priorities, orientated on scientihc and technoloeic;i
"on""oiruteO
progress, and used to a greater extent for attaining s5.iul

goals.

.Cooperation with the fraternal socialist countries will be,
as it has .always been, the determining element. ln ttre iml
medtate tuture, pursuant to the decisions of the CMEA
Fconomic Summ'it, a big step forward is to be made in
building up sqgialist integration and developing it in Aepttr
on the basis of broad cooperation and specialisation of production. This is opening up new prosp-ects for the furiher
comprehensive expansion of economic ties between
fraternal countries, speeding up the accomplishment of
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our common task of intensification and increasing our
economic and technical invulnerability in the face of
imperialist actions.

Consistent implementation of the Comprehensive
Programme for the Scientific and Technological Progress of
the CIVIEA Member-Countries up to the Year 2000 will be the
core of all this work. The emphasis in integration activities is
now shifting to joint utilization of the latest scientific and
technical achievements, and to the development of extensive
cooperation in all branches of the national economy, primarili in the manufacture of the modern types of machines and
equipment. It is with this in view that our central planning
and economic agencies, as well as ministries and departments
must organise their foreign econornic activity. Certainly,
much will also depend on the improvement of the work of the
Council for Mutual Economic Assistance, that collective
organisation of the socialist countries.
The recently completed coordination of the national economic plans of fhe CMEA countries for 1986-1990 shows that
a good amount of work will be accomplished already in the
cuirent five-year period. The in-depth development of integration processes calls for a creative, innovative approach. The
old, habitual forms that took shape at the time of extensive
development cannot secure any dynamic growth of cooper:
ation. It is necessary therefore to find new approaches,
decisively to switch over to direct interaction between enterprises and branches of the economy, develop direct economic
ties, and set up joint associations, design bureaus and laboratories. A start has been made, and a number ofjoint reseafch
and production associations have been formed. These are
only ihe beginnings of new forms of integration. But they are
the future.
The Guidelines envisage a further consolidation of economic ties also with other socialist countries. Trade with the
People's Republic of China is to increase considerably.
The Soviet Union will continue to develop cooperation
with Asian, African and Latin American countries. Our wideranging assistance contributes to the formation and develop
ment of their national economies, helping them to overcome
the colonial aftermath, and to move ahead along the road of
economic and social progress. The USSR has stable, long5t

term relations with many of them, as with India, for exampre
and some other countries. And thesJ-;6-il-G;;1;;
increasingly beneficial for all
Oi" ptfi"i-;f'r"r:
-an
"or".*rA.
porting developing states, which
has become
important
tactor tbr restructuring international economic retatio'ns on-a
just and democratic b-asis, will be continued., ;fii;fly;i]h
regqqd to the socialist-oriented countries.
Faithful to its policy of peacefur coexistence, the soviet
,,unron
tavours cooperation with the developed caoitalist
states. Here we see considerable potenrialiri;;.- fiA--;h;;
aqplie.s to practically all types of relations-c;-..;ffi:
sclentlltc, technical,
-finance and credits, and so on. As ii
known, cooperation is
a two-way street. Here, mutual inteieit
b"
strictly. con sidered, and- all restriction s, bo
Tl,:!
t;;il ;;;;
embargoe_s orchestrated by the USA must be iomoleterv
renounced. In the modern rvorld, economic relati,ons c-ai-oni{,
be based on equal rights, tr"dt, *O-;;fi-;i;*;";;;;?
mutual agreements. To act contrary to this, subordinatine
commercial and ecolomic ties to unseemlv p"iiiL"t ,i-!
is tantamount to trying-to hold up ;;rld
br;;;;;;. d;;:
rical experience shoi,r,s -ttrat
s.ucfr

iit.*pts tiaf;;;;;;;.

whatever. With this in view the iroliticat Rd;i-;i
the CPSU Central Committee has-iet-foiiir-; r;ri';;;p;:
yl-to call, in the future, a World Corgress on pcdnoinic
Security to discuss all that- encumbers i"t"i"utio"il ;;;;ili;

relations.
Fg.reign trade is

pa$ng a tang-ible and ever increasing
contribution to the deveroflment oT our economv. There iI
gr.actically no.branch tiat has been t"ft o"i oiih;$h;;
1g1t
oI torergn economic relations. But it is impossible to advance
by traditional routes. The first thinj;io ao ili";;&;
IpligJI
the
raw materials orien_tation of our expoits, and to increaie
the share of the manufacturing industr! in-itrqm. Tnii-iit",
time,
course, but work in this area mirst eet off the
nrorrrJ
-i"-irii'it"r]
-of
already.in
the l2th five-year pran p.iioal.- rrr"
associations and enterprises haie to' be oilent"t.a-i;;;;;
buil4ing up the country's export potl"iiat, ana-i. *i.iril]il"
quality and
bf michine, ura
^competitiveness
other manufactured
goods. Foreign currency"quip*il:*;
speirdins ,nr.t
also be. strictly _regul6ted. Our im-"port p"tiiv iI;;lGE;;;;
to actlvely herp accererate scientific and technological
progress.

I

The foreign economic relations agencies, too, should restructure theii work in the spirit of the new demands' There
are still major flaws and shortcomings in the work of the

Ministry of Foreign Trade and the State Committee for
poreisn Economii Relations, which are being eliminated
rathei slowly. It is essential that these agencies should. have
closer contalts with the ministries and enterprises, and that
thev should search for forms of coordinating their interests
witL the demands of the foreign market and be active.particilants rather than mere midd-iemen in carrying out national
economic tasks.

V. SOCIAL DEVELOPMET{T AND
IMPROVEMEI\IT OF THE
PEOPLE'S WELL-BEING IN THE
12TH FIVF-YEAR PLAN PERIOD

. . .Co*13l{e Delegates, the growth of the economv and its
l2th five-vear pian. form
a rellabre basrs rbr a substantial advance in cirrviire out tt u
programme guidelines of the cpsu-to raise the'sifn6d;f
gf Sovier people to a qualitatively new level and ri"ri.
ltvTg
a $eady lmprovement of their working and living conditions.
The Party.finks these objectiveJ o.gu,ii"ufiv *iiii tf*-t;;;:
nious.development of the indiviouaiana tn; pril;iiil;Tii.
worl(mg people's
_creative initiative. That is the substance of a
IorceJul social policy in conditions of accelerated sociar nrosress in the USSR. The essential demand is to implemirirtfi"
principle
soc-ial justice, and the sociaiiJJdililii;;';i
goods and-of
benelits to the fullest.
. Acc.ordingly, special attention in the l2th five-vear olan is
oevoted to rssues whose solution helps maximallyio improvi
of.the life and activiiy 5i Soviet pebple, aia-to
llrg
ryatily
mcrease
the rabour contribution of every citiLen' to the
nrgner.erlrcrency, as envisaged in the

common cause.
--The interests of both sociar and economic deveropment
call, above all, for serious changes in ttrJ;;Aiii"il,';i#r;;t*
a-nd content of labour. Amon! the various requirements
oi
the members of society, the neid r;,
,ir'ii'ir."iii.
labour is coming moie and *or. to if,e f6re. ln-tf,e ,ew
nve-year penod we must secure a breakthrough in carrying
out the qrgent task of reducing unskilled manril latour. "ftrE
scare and rate ot'rts reduction must increase by at least 100
to
200 per cent.

il;;ilsd

g

The acslerated modernisation of the production apparatus, the mechanisation, automation and electronisation of
nroduction, the overall drive for technical retooling, must be

directed towards improving the conditions and enriching the
content of labour. Sistematic certiflrcation of work places and
scientific organisation of labour are called upon to promote
this objective.
Wdmust.also bear in mind the other side of the question.
The high educational and professional standard of the Soviet
worker- makes it imperative to create proper conditions in
Droduction. The present-day worker will no longer agree tg
bperate obsolete'machinery and use old techniques. And
nianagers must reckon with this.
It is a task of tremendous social and economic significance
to make the system of remuneration more effective- The
elements of eqialization that have increased of late, arrd
serious shortco:mings in setting work quotas and establishing
wages and salaries are undermining the role of these incent.
ivei, and are holding down the growth of productivily- We
cannot put up with this situation. The earnings of every
working perso-n must be strictly adequate to the results of his
or herlvbrk. The strict relati6nship between the growth.of
ernoluments and the growth of proiluctivity is an imperative
for the rnodern-day econoury, and we ryill insist on its being
observed without fail.
It is in this context that it has bectt deterrnincd how to
carry out the major undertaking-raising basb rates ald
salaries, as envisaged in the Guidelines. We deem it essential
to introduce nerr Sasic rates and salaries in ttre various fields
of rnaterial production within a short term: practiqqtty lqjust
five years. They are to be raised by an average of 25 to 30 per
cent. And pertlaps the most important thing is that-we have
worked out a fundarnentally new, active approach to the
question of fi.mds for it. Now, the funds requiredfor this must
5e earned chiefly by the work collectives through the growth
of production, hig[er production efficiency, mobilization of
int6rnal resourceg and better organisation of labour and
work quotas setting.
This approach rnakes the introduction of new basic rates
and salariei directly dependent on better perf,ormance and
taigher labour productivity at ent€rprise level. It relies on the
ex rienc€ that many industrial and other enterprises have

g{n,ed working. in the rmrmmomio. cond.itions...This method
nas beex experimentally ttted on the Byelorussian naif*""
where the increase in basic rates and salaries
is finan"J out o'f
-;*tensive
internal resources obtained iililgh
DreDaratorv
economic and organisational wjrk, ila- Gti*'iJ'""rr
machinery.
considerable fund-s are earmarked for increasine the
ya-g_es _and salaries of people employed i, ;;r_;;Ji.ti".
fields. Next yea_r, as envis,'aged bi iir; schooi ,;f*..- il;
rransrer ot ail those- employed in public education to'new
terms of remuneration wili be c6mpret.a:-i#. ,i,-irf'"t.
phased increases in the sararies of dociors ana
oiiei *iai.rr
personnel. The basic rates and salaries of some categ;;;;
employees at cultural institutions ara trigher-;a;"-"li;;
establishments wilt atso be raised in the t ;[-it";fy#;i;;
period. These measures are a concrete .*pr"rrioh--;f;h;
Party's concern for the further growth
,"iL-did;
spnere.

"fiti,

The measures that are to be carried out in the field of
earnings
-will make it possibre to raise itre uriiun. -""ir,i"
and salary to 215-220 roubles by the-end of:il;;;;;;i
X'age
Irve years.

Remuneration for coflective-farm work will rise more
According to the ptanned increase in 66;r;;r;;;:
L1g:1tI
uvlry
tr wilt rtse on average to lg0 roubles a month. plus the
earnings-lhat cotrlective firmers derive from their inaiuia"J
their reat income-s wil, in iif..;,G";Til;ltli
:flt] lgl*inss,
thos€
ot lactory-and office workers. Along with the sreater
mechanrsatron of lab-o_ur and the priority growth of thelate
of
construction of dwellings. and-_ c ult ural' a"nd
y i"."i:
Iities in the rural areas, ihis wilr be an important
""--rriit
step forward
";;
'betwil'6;;
in overcoming the basic distinttions
country, a programme objective of the CPSU.
with the consolidation of the principle of distri_
. Along
according
to work, we will .orii,iu. to'co;;is;;;rlu
P"lig,
burld-up the social consump^tion funds, which play an excep'tional role in the life of 'Soviet p.opl.. Tdy "wiif g. Jp
considerably in.these live years, anit witt amount to over 600
roubles per capita iu 1990.
social policy the party
always
devoted special
-upbringing
^..-I-^l,l! to improving co,nditionshas
for the
of tte
l]-t:-n-t,on
nsmg generation. In the l2th five-year plan perioa tn-e state,s
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to families with children will increase still more.
The introduction a few years ago of paid leave for working
mothers to look after their infants until the age of one has
begun to yield a fairly good socio-demographic effect.
Considering this factor, and also the wishes of citizens expressed duiing the discussion of the draft Giridelines, it has
been found desirable to extend this leave by another six
months. It is also intended to lengthen the prenatal leave and
the paid time off to look after sick children, an4 to introduce
free medicines for children up to three years of age.
It is of major socio-economic importance to accomplish
the vital task of fully meeting the demand for pre-school
childcare centres within the next few years. The objective is
quite attainable. Where this issue receives due attention, it is
lieing successfully resolved. The heads of ministries and
departments, as well as local bodies, should keep the question
of building kindergartens and infant nurseries under constant
control.
Large funds will be allocated for improving the pension
scheme, increasing society's aid to war and labour veterans,
and to the families of fallen soldiers. It is planned to substantially increase the number, and improve the work, of hostels
for the aged. Progressive forms of servicing disabled citizens
will be used on a broader scale.
The planned increases in wages and salaries and expansion
of social consumption funds in the 12th five-year plan period
will bring about visible changes in the condition and standard
of life of large segments of society. The countrywide wage and
salary increases, as well as increases in pensions and allowances, will raise the incomes of more than half the country's
population.
This will benefit nearly twice as many people as in the past
five years. By the end of the current five years more than 50
per cent of all families will have an average monthly per
capita income of more than L25 roubles. There will be
practically no families with a monthly per capita income of 50
roubles or less.
In the l2th five-year plan period, special emphasis is on
the steady consolidation of the material md technical basis of
the socio-cultural sphere. The school reform envisages a 40
per cent increase in classroom capacities, and better conditions for the training and educational process. It is also

rassistance

planned to reorganise speialised secondary and hieher education. The reorganisation must be aimed at an-alt_round
improvement in the quality of specialist training,
iles
between. higher educational establishments and"proau"iion,
"ior.i
and their more active participation in the deveiopment-oi
science and technology-. All ihis, too, calls foi-'a fuiitrer
----consolidation of the material base.of hilher eAuiition. -Much has to be done to effectively improve the work of
health institutions, enhance their preventive orientation, ana
gradually go_gvel to periodic medical checkups of the driiri
pgpulation. The building of outpatient clinics and the outpui
of medical instruments and ac6essories are to be inciJatJd
about 50 per cent. The planned environmentat protection
measures, too, will be important for the health of people.
. Large-scale coqstruction of cultural and sports facilities is
planned. In_these five years, for example, it is
irlanned to build
more than 500 district houses of culture and ?nore than 5,500
village clubs. As a result, there will be a house of
in
every district centre.
"uioii
In _short, w9 are planning to make an important step
towards attaining the Party's-objective of raisirig the sociol
cultural sphere to a qualitatively new level withlin the l2th
tive-year plan period.
If we want to accomplish this, we must renounce the view
that prevails.amo_ng gertain executives, including those in
planning-bodies, that building socio-cultural instiiutions ie a
q-atter-of minor importance. It will be admitted that the 19g6
allocations for the development of some of the sectors of the
socio-cultural sjhere are below the average annoat s* foi
the five years. This must be set right when-finalising the fiviyear plan.
And, of course, the funds earmarked for these DurDoses
have.to pe fylly and effectively used everywhere. It is noi easy
to obtain these funds. And we must use them carefullyEyelorussia, Lithuania, aod many regions of the Russian
Federation have managed matters so iell that the plans for
commissioning public education and health institu'tions are
not merely being fulfilled, but also overfulfilled. At the same
time some of the republics and cities systematicallv fail to
meet their plans of socio-cultural constru6tion vear aiter vearHere are two concrete examples. In Ashkhabld, the so"ond
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wing of a clinical hospital has been going up foJ all of nine
veais. Its comoletion- is now scheduled for 1989, and this
hespite the fixed time limits of three and a half years. A new
wing of the Krasnoyarsk territorial hospital is going up at an
intolerably slow rate. This is most outrageous, becausl the
project is- being financed partly from -the earnings o{ A]lUnion Communist Subbotniks. Similar facts are known in the
Georgian and Uzbek republics, Khabarovsk Territory, and
Perm and other regions.
The housing problem is an object of the Party'9 cqnstant
concern. The rEsults achieved here are considerable. Today,
more than 80 per cent of the families living in urban,areas
have separate fiats. People in the villages are also much better
housing is
off as rLgards modern housing.
-InBut, all the sa_me, years,
it is
the coming five
still an alcute social problem.
planned to erect new housing with a total of 565'570 million
iquare metres of living space. Considerable resources will be
allocated for improving towns and villages, expanding utilities, services, amenities, and public transport facilities.
The acute housing problem calls for all'out mobilisation
of energy and resources. Most local bodies, as well as ministries and departments, are doing just that. But there are
examples of-another kind. In the Armenian Republic, for
instarice, there is an annual shortfall in house-building, although the need for housing is great, and in some cities,
moreover, water supplies are inadequate. At the same time,
the impermissible practice of building contractors being diverted to non-plan projects continues in the republic. In 1985,
Armenia's Ministly of Industrial Construction was busy with
12 projects that wdre not in the plan, including some that were
of no special importance. Regrettably, such practices take
place alio. in othei regions. They must be nipped in the bud.
In the Party's social policy, pribrity importance is attached to the fullest possible satisfaction of the growing effective
demand of the people. It is no exaggeration to say that today
this is one of the most topical issues. Directly connected with
this is the strengthening of material incentives of labour,
rational use of free time, the moods of Soviet people, and the
elimination of negative phenomena engendered by shortages.
First in line is the objective of improving food supplies,
especially supplies of meat and dairy products, vegetables,
and fruit. This is the aim of the Food Programme of the
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ussR. The attainmelt of th.e production targets which
it sets
1990 will make it porribi. i;;;i;s about
far_reachinp

for

changes in the strucrure ana quaiity

oi-ii"-iiti;;';ffiiii:

bi*{::l_changes in the pas ieiv
p.ii;d;.'" -'-"
rrogresslve changes must also be achieved in
the consumption of manufaiturea g;oas-.-T[i suppty
of
these soods
has gone up visibly in ,ecefrt yei;.;;th
-i,
rr?""Yi'"
a.lready sat urated tLe m arkli. fi o*,'u'-oid
ri..;f,
that of qualitv and assortment, is moving"6ri,.?
i"t" it"-'i"i".
The Coniprehinsive rr."gr="i* llr'irr" I)evelopment
of
produ"ii",
Consumer'Goods
u"J S"ivi"e, indicates the wavs
of rest ru* u.ring corn m od it y ouiput. ;; ;;r I r"ir"ir'[lir"""' tvtinistiv of
[B the probtremr is assigned to trade. The USSR
Trade and the centrar union of cooperaiir. s*lrti..
inaring shorrcomingr rrh,' rn too oft"n,"t;k;'
"r.',#
;;
:.t-?,y,il .elim
unpnncrpled
and passive posture towards enterprises that nut
out low-qualrtv eood.g, manoeuvre too strowiy with cJmmodity srocks,'ar"d fait't" iirAiifrl
demand with
due care. The sran4_ard of tiiA. ,"a'
"Jr.r-..
..ruio.,
G-?ill'fi:
permissibly low. while dealing *ltt, qu.rti"".
,.l"i.a^;;
th"
expansion of the assortment arid outptit of fashlnaLdgil;;
we must not, of course, unjustifia_bly'reduce til pr;J;;fi;;;
inexpensive but quarity_
air for children
----:-"' *'
an{people of advanced ""**.aiti'.r-,-uLoru
ageIt is only right s-tress that the task of satisfvine
erfective demand'i s or-to
rprii ui-.d;ifi.
#irriI'tmil,,ili,..fi
.he Party has mounted a relen"tl... ofi.rrl". ;*;l;;i
;;;;
onnkrng and alcoholism. The policy of sharpiy .ua"iine
output and sales of riquor will be'firmiy pu..*a-iri tt
as well. This will helpio change ttre iiiidtur.
"]-i.i.E
.f
for the better, and will be refle"cted i, rh" i;;'-y;J,"u;?;ffiu"ui
";d;;;i.;

iiwii;.

Hil, l,L*
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;;;.

plans.

On the whole, it is envisaged to increase retail trade bv
nearly.one-third in rhese five yEars (excludiil J;;';ili;.;i
services are to. be developia aiorg-r.*Hr.;',=;;
.largePaid
scale, and energetically. fhro'ughout t"he past f.*'v.u."
paid .services accou-nted for t
popu-lation's overall expenditure. geing
'n";;-lb-;;ilil"#-?i,;
far birow trr"r..a, oi
people, this deforms the structu." -of'dirnand.
shifiin; ii ;
commodities. An up-to-date highty A.;;i;;;J'.;h;;;'Bf
.*:

"*,.'tilil,f,"Xy?,f .'ul.?*r,.'fi;i".T"il',?"i".:*nr:i
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to be built within a short period of time. A breakthrough in
this important sphere is to be achieved already in the l2th
five-year plan period. The volume of paid services is to go up
by 30 to 40 per cent.
The main aspect in improving services is the substantial
expansion of the network of specialised enterprises and organisations. But this will take both time and resources. To get
things off the ground rapidly it has been decided to enlist
enterprises of all the economic branches, regardless of their

type of activity, for providing services to the public. But this
work is not developing successfully everywhere so far. And it
is incumbent on the local bodies, the Soviets of People's
Deputies, to take a most active part in it.
Such, comrades, are the main tasks involved in promoting
the well-being, improving the working and living conditions
as well as the lifestyle of Soviet people in the l2th five-year
plan period. Once fulfilled, they will doubtlessly consolidate
the socialist way of life still more, organically combining the
improvement of the material well-being with the progreis of
culture and the all-out development of the creative activity of
the population.
Concerned with improving all aspects of the life of the
people,lhe Party is raising to a new level the importance of
everlasting moral values and ideals which will exercise an
increasing influence on the development of the Soviet citizen
as a builder of communism.
Comrade Delegates,
Each passing day of the 27th Congress shows ever more
graphically and impressively the grandeur of what is projected

by the Party, the grandeur of the tasks set in the Central

Committee's Political Report and the other documents of the
Congress. The ideas and decisions of the Congress are models

of the creative use of Marxism-Leninism in this special
period, which is for us a time of profound change and
vigorous action. And I can say with cbmplete certainly that
their transformative and constructive forcE will continuously
increase, exercising a revolutionising effect on all aspects of
the life of our society.
The question noiv is to carry out our plans with all the
resolve, energy, and perseverance, to mount a battle for the
practical fulfilment of our set tasks by relying on the constructive creativity of the masses, on the nationwide socialist

emulation movement. They are noble tasks, consonant with
the vital interests of our people, with their ideals and peaceful
aspirations.
To fulfil them is to ensure a further strengthening ol'l.he
power and prosperity of our Homeland.
To fulfil them is to make the life of the Soviet people, of
every Soviet family, better than it was.
To fulfil them is to consolidate the positions of socialism
and world peace, and to protect our-planet from nuclear
catastrophe, to safeguard peace.
It is quite _sqfe to say that the working people of our
country, rallied closely round their Leninist Parly, ivill, with a
high sense of responsibility and aware of the deinands of the
time, do everything they can for the successful fulfilment of
the historic docisions of the 27th Congress of the CpSU.

RE,SOLUTION OF TIIE 27TH
CONGRESS OF THE CPSU
On the Guidelines for the Economic
and Social Development of the USSR
for 1986-1990 and for the Period
Ending in'2000

(Nikolai-Ryzhkov's report was heail with great attention and

repeatedly punctuated with long applanse)

Having heard dnd discussed the report of the Chairman of
USSRtouncil of Ministers, Comrade Nikolai Ryzhkov, on
the Guidelines for the Economic and Social Development ofthe
USSR for 1986-1990 and for the Period Ending in 2000, the
27th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union
notes thatlhe draft Guidelines are in accord with the provisions
of the new edition of the Programme of the CPSU? the Party's
general course of accelerating tlg socio-economic^development
6i tt . country, and the tasks of intensification of the national
i.oron y on ihe basis of scientific and technological progress,
of ensuiing a steady improvement in the people's.-well-being
and of maintaining the country's defence capability at the
proper
' The level.
27th Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet
Union resolves:
1. To approve the Guidelines for the Economic and Social
Development of the USSR for 1986-1990 and for the Period
Ending in 2000.
2. For the Council of Ministers of the USSR to draft, in
accordance with the Guidelines, the State Plan for the
Economic and Social Development ofthe USSR for 1986-1990,
with assignments specified for each year of the five-year period,
the
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for the ministries and departments of the USSR, for the Union
Republics and for the major economic areas, and to submit it to
the Supreme Soviet of the USSR for consideration in May
1986.

To provide, in the five-year plan, for carrying out the

assignments and measures established in the Guidelines to raise

the economic growth rates and efficiency and to further

improve the Soviet people's living standards. [n drawing up the
five-year plan, to consider the proposals made at the 27th
Congress of the CPSU, during the election campaign in the
Party and during the countrywide discussion of the draft new

edition

of the

Programme

of the CPSU and the

draft

Guidelines.
3. The 27thCongress of the CPSU believes that competent
finalisation of the new five-year plan and organisation of its
efficient implementation is a major economic and political task
of all Party, government, trade union, YCL, and economic
organisations.
It is imperative to ensure, in the l2th five-year plan period, a
radical improvement in the work, to mobilise our resources and
possibilities more fully, and to set into motion all the potentialities for the definite fulfilment of the charted plans. Giving
broad rein to the creative initiative of the masses and

advance along

all the

to

step up the rates of
directions of socio-economic

strengthening discipline and order,

development.
The Congress expresses the firm conviction that, under the
Communist Party's leadership, the Soviet people will score
fresh successes in building communism and in consolidating the
might of our socialist Motherland.
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